Student Life & Leadership
Campus Clubs and Organizations

Student clubs and organizations are a great way to make new connections, learn more about your field of study or find a new hobby. We have compiled this list of our currently active clubs. There are times when certain clubs are inactive due to a lack of advisor, members, etc. However, all inactive clubs can be reactivated through the Student Life and Leadership office. Additionally, students can start clubs if they do not see one that piques their interest. Contact club advisors for more information on joining a particular club.

Contact Jeannette Clugsten, Coordinator of Clubs and Organizations at clugstej@mccc.edu for general club information.

Active Clubs 2023-2024

American Society of Highway Engineers
For the members and partners of the highway industry by encouraging safe, efficient and educational experiences in the community. Instagram: @ashe_mccc
Advisor: James Maccariella maccarij@mccc.edu

Art Club
To promote and advance the visual arts on MCCC campus and the community at large. Instagram: @mcccartclub
Advisor: Kerri O’Neill oneillk@mccc.edu

Black and Brown Student Union
We are committed to creating an inclusive and supportive environment for students at MCCC. We strive to provide educational resources and support to empower students to reach their full potential. We also strive to foster a sense of community and solidarity among students of color by providing opportunities for dialogue, advocacy, and activism. We are dedicated to advocating for the needs of black and brown students and creating a space where they can feel seen, heard, and respected. Instagram: @mercerbsu_
Advisors: Alvyn Haywood haywooda@mccc.edu
Marvin Carter carterm@mccc.edu

Co-Ed Soccer
The purpose of this club is to provide an opportunity for anyone to play soccer, no matter their gender identity.
Advisor: Vanessa Reyes reyesv@mccc.edu
Criminal Justice Club
This club’s purpose is to provide an informal environment for Criminal Justice majors to discuss problems, achievements and issues that concern themselves and the criminal justice field. Instagram: @mercercrjclub
Advisors: Cavit Cooley cooley@c.mccc.edu
Guy Armour armour@g.mccc.edu

Drama Club
Drama Club is designed for students and Mercer residents interested in learning more about all aspects of performing (dance, theatre, music, comedy, etc). Even though theatre is our main focus, we realize that times are changing and interdisciplinary works of performance are more common now than ever before.
We host various events, such as The Late Night Series.
Advisor: Jody Gazenbeek-Person gazenbej@mccc.edu

Educational Opportunity Fund Club
Plans educational, social and community service activities to promote and support EOF.
Instagram: @mccceof
Advisor: Stefanie Williams williast@mccc.edu

Fashion Spot
This club’s goal is to share, explore and instill love of fashion through trips, lectures and events. Instagram: @mcccfashionspot
Advisors: Kay Lindsay lindsayk@mccc.edu
Sheron Williams sheron.williams@students.mccc.edu

FBLA Collegiate
FBLA Collegiate is the collegiate division of FBLA and is dedicated to inspiring and developing the next generation of leaders by preparing members for careers in business and business-related fields.
Advisor: Frank Benowitz benowitf@mccc.edu

Film Club
Join like-minded creators to obtain education and experience in the world of film and production. Instagram: @mercerfilmclub
Advisor: Barry Levy levyb@mccc.edu

Funeral Service Honors (Sigma Phi Sigma)
The purpose of this organization is to get the Funeral Service department more active on campus and to participate in fundraising and other events.
Instagram:@sigmaphisigmamccc
Advisor: Geralda Aldajuste aldajusg@mccc.edu
Graphic Design Club
This club is open to all students interested in graphic design, illustration, web design, advertising, marketing, digital media and visual media.
Advisors: Tina LaPlaca laplacat@mccc.edu
Mauro Zamora zamoram@mccc.edu

Honors Club (Mercer)
The purpose of this club is to support and enrich the Mercer Honors Program student experience. Instagram: @mccchonorsclub
Advisors: Bettina Calouri caluorib@mccc.edu
Theresa Melendez melendet@mccc.edu

Hospitality Club
We aim is to provide knowledge in the culinary arts, pastry and hospitality fields through events and fundraising activities. Instagram: @mccc_hospitalityclub
Advisor: Frank Benowitz benowitf@mccc.edu

Inter-Varsity Christian Fellowship
We aim to promote and encourage spiritual learning, growth, and equip students to be leaders. Instagram: mccc_intervarsity
Advisor: Stacy Denton dentons@mccc.edu

IT and Cybersecurity
Our mission is to organize, discuss, and practice hands-on cybersecurity concepts including, but not limited to, network security. Instagram: mccc_cybersecurity_ist
Advisor: Terry Voldase voldaset@mccc.edu

Latin American Club
We are a dynamic and inclusive club dedicated to fostering a sense of community, cultural appreciation, and unity among students with a shared interest in Latino culture. Primarily our goal is to fundraise for various charities all over Latin America. Whether you have Latino roots or solely a deep appreciation for the diverse and vibrant cultures that make up the Latino world, you are welcome here! Instagram: @latinosclubmccc
Advisor: Daniel D’Arpa darpad@mccc.edu
Marketing Club
The purpose of the club is to help students market themselves and their ideas through experiential learning and collaboration. Instagram: @mcccmarket
Advisors: Andrea Lynch  lyncha@mccc.edu
            Elizabeth Rzaza  rzasae@mccc.edu

Mercer Medical Club
The purpose of this organization is to provide resources and guidance to students pursuing or interested in medical careers. The focus is on premedical students; however, all students are welcome. Instagram: @mercermedicalclub
Advisors: Laura Blinderman  blinderl@mccc.edu
            Diane Hilker  hilkerd@mccc.edu

Music Club
The purpose of this organization is to provide a creative practice session and general communication with student musicians.
Advisors: Scott Hornick  hornicks@mccc.edu
            Matthew Johnson  johnsoma@mccc.edu

Muslim Student Association
The purpose of this club is to bring Muslims and non-Muslims alike to establish a sense of community in order to prevent otherness.
Advisor: Christopher Voldase  voldasec@mccc.edu

Mycology Club
This club has been created to appreciate, discuss and educate ourselves and others about mycology, the study of fungi. Specifically, the uses of mycology in gardening and the culinary arts to its incredible biodiversity and its capacity to heal us and our planet.
Advisor: Patrick Natale  natalep@mccc.edu
            Dawn Cook  cookd@mccc.edu

Nursing Honors Society (Alpha Delta Nu)
The purpose of this organization is to promote scholarship and academic excellence in the profession of nursing.
Advisor: Lisa Camacho  camachol@mccc.edu
Organic Chemistry Club
Our club offers student based help to one another, participates in subject-based outreach programs, and offers a fun and friendly work environment to study and do well.
Advisor: Helen Tanzini  tanzinih@mccc.edu

Phi Theta Kappa (Honors Society)
The purpose of Phi Theta Kappa is to recognize and encourage scholarship among MCCC students. Working toward this goal, we will provide opportunity for the development of leadership and service, an intellectual climate for exchanging ideas, lively fellowship for scholars, and stimulation of interest in continuing academic excellence.
Advisor: Jingrong Huang  huangj@mccc.edu
Bettina Caluori  caluorib@mccc.edu
Theresa Melendez  melendet@mccc.edu

Physics Club
The purpose of this club is to foster scholarship, fellowship, leadership and service in the field of physics. Instagram: @mcccphysics
Advisor: Jingrong Huang  huangj@mccc.edu

Radiography Club
The purpose of this organization shall be to promote the radiography program to the student body as well as reach out to the community on the benefits of diagnostic imaging.
Advisor: Deborah Greer  greerd@mccc.edu

Rainbow Alliance (LGBTQA+ Club)
The purpose of the organization is to provide a safe space for members who identify with or support the LGBTQIA+ community, to meet other LGBTQIA+ community members, and connect with those who share similar stories and experiences. Instagram: @mcccrainbow
Advisor: Leonard Winogora  winogorl@mccc.edu

Society Of Unusual Literature (SOUL)
The purpose of this organization is to build a creative writing community on campus. Instagram: @mercersoul
Advisors: Nicole Homer  homern@mccc.edu
Jacqueline Vogtman  vogtmanj@mccc.edu
Student Government Association (SGA)
SGA is responsible for governing student interests, advocating for student concerns, providing support and recognition for student organizations, and serving students by hosting activities and events that enhance student life. It exists to represent the interests of the students to the administration on campus issues through an extensive programming, committee, and advocacy structure.
Instagram: @mccc_sga
Advisor: Danielle Garruba garrubad@mccc.edu

Survey Club
The purpose of this club is to develop knowledge and promote the use of surveys as part of the educational experience at MCCC. Instagram: mccc_survey_club Advisor: Leonard Winogora winogorl@mccc.edu

Student Nurses Club
To promote and encourage collaborative relationships with nursing and health related students and organizations.
Advisor: Desiree Allison allisond@mccc.edu

Viking89: Student Radio
Viking 89 is a live student radio station that provides entertainment and public service announcements to serve the MCCC community. Instagram: @viking891
Advisor: Mitchell Canter canterm@mccc.edu

Volleyball Club
Meet new people while playing volleyball. Instagram: @mcccvolleyball
Advisor: Anna-Graciela Samayoa samayoaa@mccc.edu

Women In Business Club
Our purpose is to empower women and provide a safe space to meet their needs mentally and socially and to encourage success with their careers in business. We equip club members with tools necessary to succeed and forge lasting and professional relationships. Instagram: @mcccwib
Advisors: Andrea Lynch lyncha@mccc.edu
Elizabeth Rzas rzasae@mccc.edu
Rubana Syed syedr@mccc.edu